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Abstract
Phase-field models of fracture introduce smeared cracks of width commensurate with a regularisation length
parameter  and obeying a minimum energy principle. Mesh adaptivity naturally suggests itself as a means of
supplying spatial resolution were needed while simultaneously keeping the computational size of the model
as small as possible. Here, a variational-based spatial adaptivity is proposed for a phase-field model of
fracture.
The conventional phase-field model is generalised by allowing a spatial variation of the regularisation length
 in the energy functional. The optimal spatial variation of the regularisation length then follows by energy
minimisation in the same manner as the displacement and phase fields. The extended phase-field model is
utilised as a basis for an adaptive mesh refinement strategy, whereby the mesh size is required to resolve
the optimal length parameter locally. The resulting solution procedure is implemented in the framework of
the finite element library FEniCS. Selected numerical tests suggest that the spatially adaptive phase-field
model exhibits the same convergence rate as the conventional phase-field model, albeit with a vastly superior
constant, which results in considerable computational savings.
Keywords: brittle fracture, phase-field model, spatial variation of the regularisation length, adaptive mesh
refinement.

1. Introduction
Understanding a material’s fracture is essential to design mechanical systems, particularly for components
with a low safety factor. However, reliable fracture computations are challenging for numerous reasons, like
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the tracking of complex crack paths, the singularity of stress at the crack tip, and the dependency of the
solution on the discretisation method and the mesh size. To overcome these difficulties, non-local methods
like phase-field models have gained popularity. In such a method, the crack is ’smeared’ over a certain
width , regularising the sharp interface problem of the discrete crack. Phase-field models are easy to use
and implement, and, in contrast to discrete crack models, they do not require mesh manipulation for crack
initiation, kinking, and branching.
Phase-field models are typically derived from a variational principle Bourdin et al. (2008). The direct,
monolithic solution of the resulting fully-coupled non-linear Euler-Lagrange equations has problems usually
solved with a viscous regularisation Miehe et al. (2010), an optimal damping in the Newton update Gerasimov
& De Lorenzis (2016), inertial terms Borden et al. (2012), or simply by using a staggered approach Miehe
et al. (2010); Bilgen et al. (2018); Hirshikesh et al. (2019). Furthermore, for accurate fracture computations,
the phase-field method must be supplemented by further modelling details, for example, to guarantee the
irreversibility of crack growth Kuhn & Müller (2010); Miehe et al. (2010), to account for the loss of stiffness
of the damaged material Sargado et al. (2018), and to derive the tension-related crack-driving force from the
energy form Ambati et al. (2015); Bilgen & Weinberg (2019). In this work, we focus on the length parameter
 determining the non-local crack regularisation solely.
It is shown that in the limit for the length parameter  → 0 the phase-field energy functional approaches
the discrete brittle fracture energy in the sense of Γ-convergence Giacomini (2005). This implies choosing
a relatively small  for a good approximation of the discrete solution. Various studies Linse et al. (2017);
Bourdin et al. (2008) suggest that a relatively fine mesh size relative to  is needed, i. e., h < . Thus, without
any adaptive refinement for a complex crack path or without prior knowledge of the crack path, a uniform
fine mesh is required leading to a high computational cost. Additionally, in the recent work Pandolfi et al.
(2021), a numerical study shows there exist an optimal  for a given mesh size h, in particular h ∝ 2 . Hence,
it is challenging and, at the same time, crucial to choose the appropriate regularisation length parameter 
and mesh size h. An inappropriate combination of  and h may lead to difficulty reproducing results and
non-optimal solutions for a given pair of  and h.
This work strives to resolve these challenges by introducing a variational formulation to determine an optimal
field (x) and extending it with a corresponding mesh refinement strategy. In Section 2, a modified energy
functional is introduced to compute the optimal regularisation length parameter. We formulate two variants;
the first yields an optimal uniform length variable  for the complete domain, while in the second variant, (x)
is considered as a spatially varying length variable which is determined together with the displacement and
phase-field. Numerical computations are provided in Section 3. The spatially varying length variable (x) is
extended with a corresponding mesh refinement algorithm in Section 3.1. Section 3.2.1 briefly explains the
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numerical implementation along with various parameters used in the study, and in Section 3.3 a convergence
study is presented. Concluding remarks and an outlook close the paper in Section 4.

2. Modified phase-field formulation of fracture
In brittle fracture, the total energy of the mechanical system is composed of the elastic strain energy and
a fracture energy contribution. In phase-field modelling, this total energy includes local dissipation and
material degradation functions. Although different possible formulations exist, the conventional model assumes quadratic dissipation and degradation Ambrosio & Tortorelli (1990); Bourdin et al. (2008); Miehe
et al. (2010); Negri (2013). In this work, we follow this approach and consider the following energy functional:


c(x)2

1
2
2
[1 − c(x)] ψ(ε(u(x))) + Gc
+ |∇c(x)| dx
E(u(x), c(x)) =
2
2
Ω 2
1
1
ψ(ε(u(x))) = ε(u(x)) : [C : ε(u(x))] = λ[tr(ε(u(x)))]2 + µ[ε(u(x)) : ε(u(x))]
2
2
Z

(1)
(2)

where u(x) is the displacement and c(x) the phase-field; ε = sym(∇u(x))) represents the strain, ψ isthe
strain energy density, and  is the regularisation length variable. For readability, we usually omit the
arguments of the fields. The material is described by the elastic tensor C with Lamé parameters λ and µ
and the fracture toughness Gc .
This work alleviates the issue of choice of  by minimising the functional (1) not just with respect to u
and c but also with respect to  resulting in an optimal transition zone. However, to ensure the boundness
and regularity of  if the value of phase-field c approaches zero, we introduce two terms in the functional,
weighted with positive parameters η and β. The resulting modified energy functional is now formulated
as:
Z



2

[1 − c] ψ(ε) + Gc

E(u, c, ) =
Ω


c2 + η

2
+ |∇c| + β dx
2
2

(3)

where  now represents a regularisation length variable, β and η are penalty and model parameter, respectively. The choice of η and β needs to ensure that  is small at the crack-tip or in the regions of high
stress intensity factor and large everywhere else. Nonetheless, this choice is not straightforward and will be
discussed in Section 3.2.2. There are two possible ways to minimise the functional (1) with respect , i. e.,
either with respect to a uniform  for the complete domain or with respect to a spatially varying length
variable (x). We explore these two cases in the following section.
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2.1. Optimal uniform length variable 
We consider the first case of uniform optimal  in the domain Ω. We minimise the functional (3) with respect
to u(x), c(x) and also with respect to . This leads to the following Euler-Lagrange equations:
∇ · σ = 0 in

Ω

(4)

cGc
− 2 [1 − c] ψ(ε) − Gc ∆c = 0 in Ω

v R
u
u
(c2 + η) dx
in Ω
 = tR Ω
(|∇c|2 + 2β
Gc ) dx
Ω

(5)
(6)

where σ = [1 − c]2 C : ε is the stress tensor. In addition to the two equations of the conventional phase-field
model, the third equation provides an optimal uniform length variable  in Ω. Furthermore, we have the
Dirichlet boundary conditions for displacement u = u0 on ∂Ωd and phase-field c = c0 on ∂Ωp . These
boundary conditions correspond to a load and a pre-existing crack, respectively. We also apply Neumann
boundary conditions for the phase-field, ∇c · n = 0 on ∂Ω \ ∂Ωp , to smoothen the phase-field towards the
boundary.
2.2. Spatially-varying length variable (x)
The above model can further be improved by considering  as a field variable. Thus minimizing the functional
(3) with respect to u(x), c(x) and (x) results in the following Euler-Lagrange equations:
∇ · σ = 0 in

Ω

cGc
− 2 [1 − c] ψ(ε) − Gc ∇ · [∇c] = 0 in Ω

s
c2 + η
=
in Ω
|∇c|2 + 2β
Gc

(7)
(8)
(9)

whereby the first two equations are similar to the standard phase-field model. Additionally, we have the third
equation for the spatially varying length variable (x), which can be expressed explicitly in terms of c and
other numerical parameters. These equations are then solved in combination with the boundary conditions
introduced above.

3. Finite-element implementation
One of the substantial benefits of phase-field models of fracture is a relatively simple numerical implementation. As such, the weak forms of the Euler-Lagrange equations (4-6) and (7-9) are implemented in the
finite element framework of FEniCS Alnæs et al. (2015). Our specific implementation is based on the work
of Hirshikesh et al. (2019). We use triangular elements with linear and quadratic shape functions for the
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displacement field and the phase-field, respectively, and first-order discontinuous elements for the spatially
varying length variable (x).
For meaningful computations, it is required to resolve the regularisation length by the mesh. However, a
uniformly fine mesh leads to high computational costs; hence, to have a proper balance between accuracy
and cost, we need a criterion for local mesh refinement. This criterion can be a local error estimator based
on configurational forces or other refinement indicators, see, e.g. Miehe & Gürses (2007); Welschinger et al.
(2010). However, from the perspective of a phase-field model, it is reasonably intuitive to have the mesh
size h correlated to the regularisation length . Thus, we use the spatially varying length variable (x) to
develop an adaptive mesh refinement strategy.
3.1. Adaptive mesh refinement strategy
In regions with a small length variable (x), the mesh is refined to achieve a mesh size that is smaller than
a specific function of , i. e., h ≤ f (). The details of this function f () are discussed in Section 3.3.1. The
refinement is performed in a loop over all triangular elements. For each element, we find the minimum value
of (x), i. e., e . To decide whether a refinement of an element is required, the following criteria are examined.
First, we check whether the value of e is smaller than a specific threshold value refine . If this is fulfilled, we
check whether the mesh size of an element he is greater than f (e ). Additionally, we constrain the minimal
mesh size, i. e., he is bounded from below with hmin . This process is summarised in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Mesh refinement
Result: Refined mesh
refinement = True;
while refinement == True do
refinement =False;
for each element in mesh do
if e < refine then
if h > f () or h > hmin then
refine cell;
refinement =True;
end
end
end
end
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Care needs to be taken to properly transfer the boundary con-

un

ditions from the coarse to the fine mesh. Additionally, to ensure there are no artefacts, it is necessary to guarantee a good
y

0.5

quality of the refined mesh, i. e., that aspect ratio, interior angles and mesh topology are appropriate. This refinement al-

x

quired. Henceforth, the spatially varying length variable (x) is

0.5

gorithm is called recursively until no further refinement is re-

used in conjunction with this adaptive mesh refinement strategy.
0.5

0.5

3.2. Numerical study
We analyse convergence with the aid of the standard bench-

Figure 1: Benchmark problem: a linear elastic
panel with an edge crack under mode I loading.

mark problem of an edge crack in a linear elastic panel, loaded All units are mm.
in mode I through by applying uniform displacements un at
the top boundary. A schematic sketch of the problem is shown
in Figure 1.

To solve the coupled field problem, we follow the history-based strategy of Miehe et al. (2010), now extended
with the computation of (x). All the individual steps are briefly explained below and combined in Algorithm
2. Here, n denotes the actual load step and M the total number of load steps.
1. Initialization: The displacement field un−1 , phase-field cn−1 , regularisation length n−1 and history field
Hn−1 at load step n − 1 are given. Update prescribed load un at load step n.
2. Solve for displacement field: Determine the new displacement un from equation (7) and boundary
conditions with given phase-field cn−1 and regularisation length n−1 .
3. Compute history: Determine the maximum strain energy obtained in history

 ψ (ε ) for ψ (ε ) > H
n
n
n
Hn =
 H
otherwise
n−1
and store it as a history field over the domain Ω.
4. Solve for phase field: Determine the current fracture phase-field cn from equation (8) and boundary
conditions with given displacement un and regularisation length n−1 .
5. Determine : Compute the current n from equation (9).
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Algorithm 2: Solution procedure.
Result: Solution u, c and 
initialization;
while n < M do
while error > tolerance do
solve for un ;
solve for cn ;
compute n ;
end
if adaptivity == True then
ref inement = refine mesh;
end
if refinement == False then
un+1 = un + ∆u;
n=n+1;
end
end
The described staggered approach is adopted to solve the problem numerically. The adaptivity parameter
is set to T rue only for the spatially varying length variable scenario. In addition to the adaptive mesh
refinement strategy, we use the “regular cut” refinement algorithm of the FEniCS framework Alnæs et al.
(2015) to carry out the refinement.
3.2.1. Numerical parameters
The material of the edge-crack panel has the Lamé parameters µ = 80.7692·103 MPa, λ = 121.1538·103 MPa,
and a fracture toughness of Gc = 2.7 MPa mm. Henceforth all parameters are understood in the units mm
and MPa or combinations thereof.
We choose the following load steps to ensure the convergence of the fixed point iterations in the staggered
approach.
∆u :=



7 · 10−4

un < 4.9 · 10−3 ,


7 · 10−7

otherwise.

In addition, the parameters for mesh refinement are refine = 0.75a and hmin = h/8 where a is the value of 
away from the crack tip and h is the initial uniform mesh size. Apart from these, the penalty and the model
parameter are estimated.
7

3.2.2. Parameter estimation
We estimate the required parameters β and η based on the general profile of the phase-field c. It is clear
that, away from the crack, the specimen is intact, i. e., c = 0. Furthermore, due to the boundary condition
∇c · n = 0, the phase-field smoothes out towards the boundary, i. e., |∇c| approaches zero and the length
variable can be large. Thus the choose a = 10h away from the crack. This is substituted in equation (9)
which leads to the following relation between β and η
η=

200h2 β
.
Gc

(10)

Similarly, at the crack tip, the specimen is damaged, i. e., c = 1. Furthermore, along the crack there is the
transition zone from damaged to undamaged material. Numerical experiments suggest that the magnitude
of the phase-field gradient |∇c| in this region is of the order 1/h. Thus, a smaller regularisation length that
can be resolved by the mesh is needed, and we choose c = 2h. Substituting these values and equation (10)
in (9) results in
β=

3Gc
.
192h2

(11)

For the specific case of Gc = 2.7 and h = 0.01 it yields β = 421.875 and η = 3.125. We remark that the
parameters a and c are only used to obtain an estimate of the value of η and β; they are not used for the
actual simulations.
3.3. Results
In the following section, we solve the problem for an optimal uniform length variable  and a spatially varying
length variable (x) in a staggered manner as defined in Algorithm 2. The numerical parameters for the
simulations are either given or estimated in the previous sections. Few parameters like the initial mesh size
h and the minimum allowed mesh size hmin are defined along with the different numerical experiments. To
investigate how the solution of the phase-field model approximates the solution of discrete fracture, we study
convergence for h and  approaching zero. However, we first look at the convergence behavior for decreasing
h for various given fixed  in the following section.
3.3.1. Convergence with respect to h
In Bourdin et al. (2008) Bourdin suggest a co-relation between , h, Gc and Geff as Geff = Gc ((1 + h/4). Here,
Geff represents the overestimation of the material’s fracture toughness Gc in the phase-field model. This
relation holds for the specific case of 2D linear finite elements, and in Egger et al. (2019); Pham et al. (2017)
realistic results are obtained using this corrected value Geff . However, this does not always lead to a converged
force versus displacement curve for a decreasing mesh size h. Hence, we investigate the force-displacement
relation for decreasing h and a constant given  for all possible combinations of h and  listed in Table 1.
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h
h
h
h
h

500



0.024

0.1

0.012

0.0875

0.006

0.075

0.003

0.0625

0.0015

0.05

400

Force

mesh size h

=
=
=
=
=

0.024000
0.012000
0.006000
0.003000
0.001500

300

200

100

Table 1: Combinations of h and  for
the numerical study.

0
0.001

0.002

0.003
0.004
Displacement

0.005

0.006

0.007

Figure 2: Force vs. displacement in the edge-crack panel for  = 0.1.

The computations show that a relatively fine mesh is required for a converged result. For illustration, the
force versus displacement curve for  = 0.1 is displayed in Figure 2. It suggests that the mesh size h should
be at the least /17 or smaller. This observation is then used for mesh refinement, i. e., f () = /17.
3.3.2. Convergence with respect to h and 
We compare the resulting force-displacement curves for the spatially varying length variable (x) to that of a
given constant  = 0.1. The spatially varying length variable (x) is solved with an initial mesh of h = 0.024,
hmin = 0.003, β = 540, η = 4 and the other parameters as defined before. We start with a coarse mesh for
(x). Figure 3 shows that the curves are comparable to that of constant  = 0.1 of a fine mesh h = 0.0015.
This result already indicates a significant improvement without much increase in computational costs, i. e.,
adaptive mesh refinement occurs only at the crack tip. The mesh refinement at load step u0 = 0.0014 can
be seen in Figure 4. The corresponding evolution of the phase-field is depicted in Figure 5. However, this is
a specific case which is shown here exemplarily.
Hence, to show convergence of the solution, we evaluate the error in total energy for an increasing number
of degrees of freedom. For a fair comparison, we compare the results of the spatially varying length variable
(x) with that of the optimal uniform length variable . These two problems are solved for initially uniform
mesh sizes h ∈ {0.0015, 0.003, 0.006, 0.009, 0.0125}. The parameters β = 2160, η = 4 and hmin = h/8 are
used. We validate the results in the linear regime for a particular load step of prescribed displacement of
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spatially varying (x)
h = 0.0015, =0.1
h = 0.024, =0.1

Force

400

300

200

100

0
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Figure 3: Force vs. displacement in the edge-crack panel for spatially adaptive and standard phase-field model solutions.

Figure 4: Mesh refinement at un = 0.0014 and contour plot for the length variable (x) around the crack tip of the edge-crack
panel; blue and red regions represent small and large values of .
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Figure 5: Evolution of the phase-field in the edge-crack panel at load steps un = 0.0007, un = 0.005425 and un = 0.005439;
the red color represents the damaged region with c ≥ 0.9.
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E - Eminuniform eps : a = -0.555
power law uniform eps
E - Eminadaptive eps: a = -0.682
power law adaptive eps
a

E-E
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1
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-3
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Degrees of freedom N

Figure 6: Energy convergence for the spatially varying length variable and the optimal uniform length variable solutions.

un = 0.0042. The optimal uniform length variable  and the spatially varying length variable (x) in both
cases is proportional to 1/|∇c|. Hence, as we decrease h, the value of  also decreases. This ensures that we
study convergence to a discrete crack solution as both h and  tend to zero.
For a convergence plot we fit the values of the total energy E at un = 0.0042 and the total number of
degrees of freedom N with a power law, E − Emin = CN a , where Emin , C and a are fitting parameters.
Here, a represents the convergence rate and Emin is the minimum energy in the limit as h approaches 0.
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Our fitting results in Emin = 218.48, C = 3 and a = −0.554 for the optimal uniform length variable  and
Emin = 218.44, C = 1.7 and a = −0.657 for the spatially adaptive (x). Hence, it is evident that we obtain a
smaller constant and a slightly steeper decrease of the error in the case of a spatially varying length variable
(x) as expected from the adaptive mesh refinement strategy. The curves in Figure 6 shows relatively large
reduction in error E − Emin for any given particular mesh size.

4. Summary and concluding remarks
We have developed a phase-field model of fracture that sets forth a variational basis for spatial adaptivity.
The model generalizes the conventional phase-field model based on the Ambrosio and Tortorelli functional
Ambrosio & Tortorelli (1990); Giacomini (2005) by allowing a spatially varying length variable (x) in the
energy functional. The optimal regularisation length is then obtained by energy minimization in the same
manner as the displacement and phase fields. We utilise the extended phase-field model as a basis for a mesh
refinement strategy, whereby the mesh size is required to resolve the optimal regularisation length locally.
We implement the resulting solution procedure in the framework of the finite element library FEniCS. We
have assessed the convergence properties of the spatially varying length variable (x) and optimal uniform
length variable  solutions by means of the standard benchmark problem of an edge-crack linear-elastic panel
loaded in mode I under displacement control. The numerical tests show that the adaptive solutions exhibit
the same convergence rate as the conventional phase-field model, as expected, albeit with a much reduced
constant. As a result, the optimal uniform length variable  solutions require much smaller meshes than the
spatially varying length variable (x) solutions at equal accuracy.
We emphasise that, in this study, we regard phase-field solutions as approximations of Griffith fracture. In
particular, we expect convergence, as the regularisation length  tends to zero, to mathematically sharp crack
solutions for static cracks and to Griffith solutions, governed by a specific fracture energy Gc , for growing
cracks. We, therefore, understand convergence specifically as convergence to the Griffith solution as both
 and h tend to zero. For uniform , the optimal way of approaching that joint limit has been elucidated
analytically by Bellettini & Coscia (1994) and numerically by Pandolfi et al. (2021). The present work
extends this strategy to the spatially varying length variable case and, in particular, determines the entire
optimal spatial distribution of the regularisation length for a given number of nodes.
In closing, we emphasise that a limited and selected set of numerical tests has been used in the present
study. Additional tests, including tests in three dimensions, are greatly to be desired. We also point out that
mesh adaptivity, despite extensive and sustained work, remains challenging and is not a standard feature in
many commercial finite element codes. An implementation of spatially adaptive phase-field models based
on meshless methods suggests itself as a natural direction for further research.
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